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eRequest for Microsoft
Dynamics GP

A web-based procurement solution that works
seamlessly with Dynamics GP for complete
expenditure control.
eRequest is an intuitive, functional, web based procurement
system which allows you to take control of your business
budgeting and spending. Our requisition solution can help your
business with traditional purchasing procedures without incurring
additional financial overhead or administrative burdens.
It helps to eliminate tons of paper forms as everything is done
electronically. eRequest allows you to set up your requisition
and expense pages based on the data your users need to enter
and fully integrates with Microsoft Dynamics GP Purchase Order
Processing and Project Accounting. The high level of configuration
allows eRequest to be used in a variety of ways to suit your
business requirements.

The Benefits
Increased expenditure control with increased visibility over
purchase approvals, budget constraints and order status.
 eview, approve and reject requisitions from your smart phone
R
or tablet.
 way matching with invoices, purchase orders and received items.
3
Avoid delayed or unauthorized payments.

For further information on any of our products contact your local office:
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Features

Technical Information: eRequest for
Microsoft Dynamics GP

Data entry form designer
Real-time lookup and search on
Microsoft Dynamics GP data

Reduce paperwork and increase cost savings

Multi-currency and Buyer ID
functionality

Request

Integration with Microsoft Dynamics
GP POP

Requests are made through an internet browser. Users may request both
inventory and non-inventory items. When requesting inventory items, the
system has real-time lookups on Microsoft Dynamics GP Inventory.
Suppliers are also selected through real-time lookups on the Microsoft
Dynamics GP Accounts Payable module and currency and expense distributions
automatically default for the selected supplier.

 equisition against Project
R
Accounting
Commitment & Analytical Accounting
Utilizes PowerBI to give you the data
you need

Outlook integration
Using simple and effective terminology, incoming requests requiring your
attention are placed in your Inbox. Requests created by you and sent for
authorization are saved in your Outbox. Requests which have been sent to
Purchase Order reside in your Archive box and you may save a draft or template
requests to your Drafts box.

 pprove purchases from mobile
A
devices

Authorization
With role & user based purchase authorizations, requests may pass through one
or many different levels of authorization depending on how you configure the
system. Once the request if finally authorized it may be automatically transferred
to Microsoft Dynamics GP Purchase Order Entry or, if required, go through a
Transfer to PO procedure. The Transfer to PO procedure also allows you to put
multiple requests onto the same PO.

Duplicate requests
The Duplicate Request feature allows you to take any historic request or
template request on the system and make a copy, therefore taking the effort out
of raising similar requests time after time. Once a request has been duplicated, it
is given a new number and is available for editing if you want to add new items,
amend existing item details or remove items from the request.

Search capability
eRequest search functionality throughout the system helps you locate items,
suppliers, buyers, accounts and historical requests often by just typing a part of
the name, ID or description.

User setup
User setup allows you to setup users with approval limits and reporting trees.
Users may be arranged in Groups which allows for easy substitution of users
when on holiday.
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